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About the author:
!

Rafal Kudlinski is a Polish physicist and journalist. His career
choices were very diverse. During high school years, he was
fascinated by science-fiction television shows like Quantum Leap,
Alien Nation, Buck Rogers in the 25th Century and Time Trax,
which led him to the first stage of his education as a physicist. In
2003, he graduated from Wroclaw University of Technology with a
degree in computer physics. During his studies, he became obsessed
with Hollywood stars. When Internet approached “BigBang” years,
he started to create websites for all the stars he loved and admired,
starting with Scott Bakula and ending with Hugh Jackman. He was
an avid viewer of E! Entertainment network and always dreamed to
work for this crazy channel. Unfortunately, life took a different turn
and led him once again in a different direction to pursue a stable
career. In 2004, he graduated from Wroclaw University of
Economics with post-grad diploma in quality assurance. Life was
good and he had a steady job, but the dream of becoming a
journalist and the desire to become a part of the media world
started to bite again. In 2008, he started his third degree in
Journalism and Social Communication at the University of
Wroclaw, and graduated in 2010. The same year he started an
online magazine with his best friend Piotr and also published his
first book on themed television channels, which he dedicated to
students of journalism. Joan: Drop Dead Diva is his first novel,
which he decided to write the moment he heard Joan Rivers is dead.
Joan was very special to him. Her jokes were often taken out of his
mouth. As much he admires true artists he hates pseudo-celebrities
who have nothing special but gain popularity with the masses.
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It ain't a culinary book, although characters eat a lot of fantastic
dishes and dish about celebrities.This is not biography of any
kind either. It's full of real data from Joan's life to keep it more
close to our hearts and down to earth. Joan was once a
comedienne. Due to unfortunate tour of events she crosses over
to a new world that seems to be so like ours, but it's not the
same. Before afterlife of star treatment she has few more
assignments on the menu. With her new pals Mandy, Ksav,
Monique and Mary she must go to new frontiers, to declutter
and clean talentless celebrities from public life. You will "Meet
the Farthashians", "Cleaning Ladies of Hollywood-end", "Divas
without the voices", "Housewives from the Sexy mansion" and
"Spoiled and dumb - kids of Beverly Halls" plus many more in
the book, that glorifies true talent and puts satire treatment on
so called stars of the Hollywood. Did I mention Joan's dog is
back? Max will give you extra thrills.
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